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Abstract. The diagnostic method of power equipment based on infrared images is widely used because it has 
the advantages of non-contact and does not affect the online operation of power equipment. However, in actual 
using, the power equipment diagnosis method based on infrared image still relies on manual judgment, that 
is, the detection personnel can judge the fault according to the obtained infrared image of power equipment 
by experience. This process consumes a lot of time, and the subjectivity is strong, misjudgment rate is higher, 
which cannot meet the requirements of modern smart grid development. Infrared image of power equipment 
contains a lot of noise, and the edge is fuzzy. In this paper, we propose a new infrared image segmentation 
method for power equipment by using linear spectral clustering and maximal similarity-based region merging 
under complex backgrounds. In this method, the linear spectral clustering algorithm (LSC) is used to segment 
the image into super-pixels, and the pixels with similar color and distance are clustered to the same center. 
The calculated OTSU threshold based on the global image is used to pre-label the background of each super-
pixel block. The maximum similarity-based region merging algorithm (MSRM) is utilized to merge the super-
pixel blocks. Meanwhile, it obtains the target equipment, the over-segmentation and under-segmentation rates 
are reduced effectively. Finally, the mathematical morphology algorithm is used to post-process the image. 
Experimental results show that, compared with other algorithms, this new method can obtain more accurate 
and complete target equipment under complex background. 

Keywords: Infrared image segmentation, power equipment, linear spectral clustering, maximal similarity-
based region merging, OTSU threshold, mathematical morphology operation

1   Introduction

For the maintenance of power equipment, it is a widely used and effective method to use infrared imaging instru-
ments to diagnose the fault of the equipment to be tested [1]. By processing the infrared image acquired on-site, 
the fault state of the equipment is diagnosed and the fault area of the equipment is determined. At present, the in-
frared image processing of power equipment is mainly divided into two categories:

hot spot segmentation. This segmentation method mainly uses the gray level information, color information 
and edge information of the image to find the heating part of the fault equipment directly. Reference [2] used the 
one-dimensional OTSU algorithm to segment the seed region and used the region growing algorithm to segment 
the fault region of the power equipment. Reference [3] extracted the fault region of infrared image of power 
equipment by simplifying the internal parameters of the pulse-coupled neural network and combining the local 
features in the boundary between the non-fault region and fault region neighborhood. Turbopixel superpixel 
segmentation algorithm was used in reference [4] to segment infrared fault images, and the fault areas were 
extracted with chromaticity information.

the overall segmentation of electric equipment. This segmentation method mainly uses the color, texture 
and other information of the equipment to segment the whole equipment, and provides basic images for the 
subsequent judgments such as thermal fault status, equipment damage detection, foreign body inclusion diagnosis 
and other issues. Reference [5] used K-means algorithm and Fast-match algorithm to locate the target in visible 
images, and used the approximate affine transformation of infrared image and visible image to segment the target 
equipment. In reference [6], the information points were clustered according to the minimum distance principle in 
the Lab color space, and then the density similarity factor was used to filter out the image noise and complete the 
infrared image target segmentation of power equipment. Reference [7] used prior information, gamma transform 
and Retinex algorithm to enhance image contrast, and used multi-scale smoothing filter to filter most background 
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interference in infrared images of power equipment. Reference [8] improved the membership degree of Fuzzy 
C-means (FCM) algorithm by simplifying data set, optimizing clustering and using Gaussian function to complete 
the segmentation of power equipment.

The hot spot is segmented to find the fault area of the equipment, which is applicable to the image where the 
fault of the equipment has been judged. However, the normal state of the equipment and the pre-fault diagnosis 
can not be made. The power equipment is segmented as a whole. After the segmentation is completed, the fault 
state of the equipment is diagnosed by judging the temperature relationship and gray level relationship between 
each structural area of the equipment. It can make a clear judgment on whether the equipment is in fault and 
the fault level. However, in the process of infrared imaging, the image contrast is often low due to the complex 
and changeable environment, large background interference and other problems [9]. In the process of thermal 
fault diagnosis of power equipment, it needs to spend a lot of energy to obtain the whole target and fault area, so 
as to get accurate diagnosis results. Therefore, the segmentation of the target subject is the key to improve the 
efficiency and accuracy of thermal fault diagnosis of power equipment.

Taking the global infrared image of power equipment as the research object and combining it with the char-
acteristics of the infrared image of power equipment, this paper proposes a linear spectral clustering algorithm 
(LSC) combining Maximal Similarity-Based Region Merging (MSRM) and OTSU algorithm for power equip-
ment image segmentation in complex background. First, LSC algorithm is used to segment the whole image. 
Then the OTSU algorithm is used to calculate the global threshold, and the threshold is used to pre-label the 
background of the segmented super-pixel blocks. Then the MSRM algorithm merges the super-pixel blocks to ob-
tain the rough extraction of the target device. Finally, mathematical morphology algorithm is used to post-process 
the segmented image to achieve the overall segmentation of the target device under complex background.

2   Proposed Infrared Image Segmentation for Power Equipment

2.1   LSC Super-pixel Segmentation

In the field of image segmentation, it is a common method to cluster the pixel points with similar color, brightness 
or texture into the same super-pixel block by using graph theory and clustering theory. At present, normalized cut 
(NCuts) [10], weighted k-means [11], simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) [12] and other algorithms are com-
monly used. However, these algorithms have high computational complexity, they ignore the relationship between 
local and global images, and fail to make full use of small image feature information. The segmented super-pixel 
block boundary has a poor fit with the natural boundary of the object. Linear Spectral Clustering (LSC) algorithm 
adopted in this paper was proposed in 2017. Compared with other algorithms, this algorithm has a greater im-
provement in computational complexity, computational efficiency and the quality of generating super-pixel blocks 
[13].

LSC algorithm is a linear iterative super-pixel segmentation algorithm based on the cost function study of the 
relationship between NCuts and the weighted k-means. In the high-dimensional feature space, when the similarity 
between two points is equal to the weighted inner product between the corresponding vectors, then the cost func-
tion of NCuts and weighted k-means is equivalent. The cost function of weighted k-means is shown in equation 
(1):
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The cost function of NCuts is shown in equation (3):
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Where p  and q  are the two different points of the image. )( pw  is the weight of point p . K is the number 

of clusters. kπ  is the k-th class. )( pφ  is the function of point p  mapped to the high eigenspace to improve the 

linear separability. ),( qpw  is the similarity of p  and q . V is the set of all points in the graph.

After introducing kernel matrix in NCuts and weighted k-means, the optimization problems of Fkm and NcutsF  
are transformed into matrix trajectory maximization problems, which enhances the connection between NCuts 
and weighted k-means. However, only if the kernel matrix is positive definite, its convergence can be guaranteed. 
Satisfying this condition requires the kernel function to be transformed. According to the sufficient and necessary 
conditions of the positive definite of Gram matrix, when equations (4) and (5) are both satisfied, the cost function 
optimization of NCuts and weighted k-means is mathematically equivalent, that is, the positive definite of the 
kernel matrix is satisfied:

Vqpqpwqqwppw ∈∀=⋅ ,),,()()()()( φφ   .
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By substituting equations (4) and (5) into equations (1) and (2), we can get the equation:

                                                                                                     .                           (6)
                                                                                                    

In equation (6), C is a constant. The minimum value of Fkm in the high-dimensional feature space is equivalent 

to the maximum value of NcutsF , that is, in the high-dimensional feature space defined by )(⋅φ , the optimal seg-
mentation result obtained by NCuts algorithm is equal to the optimal segmentation result of weighted k-means.

2.2   MSRM Super-pixel Merging

After LSC super-pixel segmentation, the image is divided into several small regions. To achieve a complete seg-
mentation of the target, the super-pixels forming the target region need to be merged, but this process requires 
some descriptors to distinguish the target region from the background region, such as color, edge, texture, shape 
and size etc,. For general images, color is an effective description of target features, which is more robust than 
other feature descriptors. According to the on-site detection requirements of power equipment and the character-
istics of infrared images, there is a difference in color between the target equipment and the surrounding environ-
ment, especially when the target equipment is in the fault state, the difference will be more obvious.

On the basis of super-pixel segmentation, Maximal Similarity-Based Region Merging (MSRM) algorithm 
[14] takes advantage of the high similarity in color of the same object to segment the target. The color features 
of the region are described by color histogram. Sixteen quantization levels of color values are adopted for pixel 
points in the R, G and B color channels, and 163 colors are quantized in the color histogram. The algorithm takes 
the Babbitt distance as the similarity measure, and uses a merging mechanism based on the adaptive maximum 
similarity to identify all the unmarked regions under the guidance of labeled target and background.
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The merging rule  of  MSRM algor i thm is  as  fo l lows:  le t  Q be  the  adjacent  region of  R.  

is the adjacent region set of Q. Then R is a subset of S, and the similarity ),( Q
iSQρ  

between Q and all adjacent regions is calculated. If the similarity between neighborhood R and Q is the largest, 

then R and Q are merged, that is:

                                                                                          . (7)

The Babbitt distance is:
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Where u
RHist  is the probability of the color u  occurring in the region R.

2.3   OTSU Threshold Calculation

OTSU algorithm [15] is called maximum inter-class variance method. The basic principle is that images with gray 
level range [0,L-1] are divided into background ),,1( tCC BB =  and foreground )1,,1( −+= LtCC FF   
with threshold t  based on gray level information. When the inter-class variance of the two classes is the biggest, 
the calculated threshold t  is the optimal threshold T, namely:
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Where FP  and BP  are the probabilities of foreground and background respectively. Fµ  and Bµ  are 
variances of foreground and background respectively.

The OTSU threshold has good robustness to the noise generated by molecular thermal motion. In image 
processing, most background areas with atmospheric environment can be filtered out.

2.4   Morphological Open and Close Operation

The mathematical morphology algorithm [16] uses the morphology operator to filter out the interference and 
retain the original information in the image, so as to obtain the smoother edge information and achieve the 
purpose of image analysis. The morphological open operation is that the structural element B first conducts 
the corrosion operation and then the expansion operation on set A. The operation smoothes out the contours of 
objects, weakens narrow parts and removes delicate protrusions. Its definition is as follows:

BBABA ⊕Θ= )(  . (10)

Morphological close operation is that the structural element B first conducts the expansion operation and then 
the corrosion operation on the set A. The algorithm fuses narrow notches with slender bends, eliminating smaller 
holes to fill in the gaps in the contour. Its definition is as follows:

BBABA Θ⊕=⋅ )(  .
(11)

2.5   The Flow Chart of the Proposed Algorithm
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The LSC super-pixel segmentation algorithm takes into account the edge information and color information of 
the image, and the obtained segmentation line has a higher fit degree and accuracy with the target. The MSRM 
super-pixel merging algorithm uses color as a descriptor and Babbitt distance as a similarity measure to enhance 
the robustness against noise and some small changes. The calculated threshold value by the OTSU algorithm has 
a good anti-noise ability to the atmospheric noise, which can remove the area in the infrared image that exists 
inside the target but should belong to the background. It makes up for the under-segmentation that may be caused 
by the MSRM super-pixel merging algorithm in the multi-connected region merging. Morphological open-close 
operation can filter out the fine protrusion and fill the gap of the contour, which is helpful to improve the segmen-
tation accuracy.

However, the MSRM super-pixel merging algorithm generally marks the typical background block and target 
block in the segmentation process to guide the correct merging of super-pixel blocks. Therefore, combining with 
the characteristics of infrared images of power equipment, on-site detection requirements and existing problems 
in infrared image detection, the following marking rules are proposed:

(A) Background Marking.

Infrared image backgrounds of power equipment mainly have two categories: one is natural substances (e.g. 
air, trees, etc,.). Compared with electric equipment, this kind of background shows less heat in the image, that 
is, it has higher contrast with the target equipment. The other is other structures that are not related to the target 
equipment. This kind of background is a heating element like the target device. The constituent materials (such as 
concrete, etc.) have relatively large specific heat capacity and high reflectivity, which presents a low contrast with 
the target device in the infrared image. Therefore, the background marking rule is:

First, marking the super-pixel block with the lowest brightness in the image as the background block;
Second, marking the super-pixel block with higher brightness in the left and right edges of the image as the 

background block.

(B) Target Marking.

All the target devices are located in the center of the image, and the distance between the target device and the 
detection instrument is closer than the background device or object in the imaging process, so the temperature 
loss is small and the brightness of the image is higher. Therefore, the rule of target marking is that: marking the 
super-pixel block with the highest brightness in the image and not located at the edge of the image as the target.

The flow chart of the proposed image segmentation algorithm is shown in Fig. 1.

Input infrared 
image

LSC super-pixel 
segmentation

OTSU threshold 
calculation

Background marking
Target marking Background primary

MSRM super-pixel 
merge

Contains unmarked super-
pixel blocks

mathematical 
morphology operation

Output segmentation 
results

N

Y

Fig. 1. The structure of the proposed segmentation method
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The proposed image segmentation algorithm in this paper is divided into four steps:
LSC super-pixel segmentation. Set the appropriate clustering value K, and divide the input infrared image into 

K super-pixel blocks.
Calculate OTSU threshold and pre-select background. The input infrared image is converted into a grayscale 

image and the global threshold T is calculated. On the basis of Step (1), the grayscale mean ),,1( KiGavg =  

of each super-pixel block is calculated. When avgG  is less than the threshold T, the super-pixel block is recorded 
as the pre-selected block of the background.

MSRM super-pixel merging. The target block and the background block are marked according to the setting 
rules. At this time, the super-pixel block will be divided into three categories, namely the target marked block, the 
background marked block and the unmarked block.

Morphology open and close operation post-processing. The appropriate structural element B is selected, and 
the morphology open/close operation is used to perform post-processing on the target segmentation image ob-
tained in Step 3, so as to eliminate the over-segmentation or under-segmentation problems caused by improper 
super-pixel segmentation.

3   Experiments and Analysis

The experiment environment is Windows 10, MATLAB+python, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40GHz   
3.41 GHz, RAM 16.0GB, CPU. In order to verify the superiority of the proposed algorithm, different devices 
in different scenarios are selected for experiments. We also make comparison with the PDE method, NOBA 
method and the IKFCMLI method. The manual target domain segmentation of the original image is used as the 
gold standard segmentation image. The commonly used Jaccard Similarity (JS) and DICE Similarity Coefficient 
(DSC) are used as quantitative evaluation indexes. The specific formula is as follows. If the JS and DSC are close 
to 1, the segmentation effect is better.

                                             
                                                                                        .                                            (12)                                      
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Where gS  is the area of the gold standard segmentation. mS  is the segmented area. )(⋅N  is the number of 
pixels in the region.

The infrared image segmentation of power equipment is to extract the power equipment in the image. Fig. 2 is 
the original insulator infrared image in power system obtained by FLIR T630 infrared thermal imager. The gold 
standard segmentation is shown in Fig. 3.

                            

Fig. 2. The original insulator infrared image                       Fig. 3. The gold standard segmentation image
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Experiment 1.

Segmentation and comparison experiments are carried out on Fig. 2, the corresponding results are shown in figure 
4. By comparing the segmentation effect with different methods in Fig. 4 with the gold standard segmentation 
pictures in Fig. 3, it can be seen that PDE and NOBA segmentation methods segment the white dots in the upper 
and middle region of the insulator into black dots in the background, while IKFCMLI and the proposed method in 
this paper are not obvious, the segmentation effects of both are similar. For other regions, the segmentation effects 
of the four methods are similar.

   

                   (a) PDE                          (b) NOBA                                (c) IKFCMLI                     (d) Proposed method
Fig. 4. The segmentation image by different methods for the original image

Table 1 lists the quantitative evaluation results of the four segmentation methods in terms of JS and DSC. From 
Table 1, we can see that the proposed method in this paper has the best segmentation effect.

Table 1. Quantitative evaluation results of the four segmentation methods in terms of JS and DSC
Method JS DSC

PDE 0.9612 0.9815
NOBA 0.9711 0.9824

IKFCMLI 0.9715 0.9853
Proposed 0.9726 0.9857

Experiment 2.

We add 0.001 pepper and salt noise to the original insulator infrared image to make segmentation comparison. 
The image with added noise is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. The original insulator infrared image with 0.001 salt and pepper noise

Segmentation and comparison experiments are conducted on Fig. 5, the corresponding results are shown in 
Fig. 6. By comparing the segmentation effect of different methods in Fig. 6 with the gold standard segmentation 
image in Fig. 3, it can be intuitively seen that PDE and NOBA segment the white spots in the upper and middle 
area of the insulator into background black spots, and also segment some noise black spots in the left area of the 
background into white spots on the insulator. They filter out some added noise. IKFCMLI method missegments 
the background area noise black spots into insulator white spots, and it almost does not filter out the added noise. 
However, the proposed method does not have the obvious missegmentation phenomenon and almost eliminates 
all the added noise.
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                                 (a) PDE                        (b) NOBA                     (c) IKFCMLI                (d) Proposed method
Fig. 6. The segmentation image by different methods for the added noise image

Table 2 lists the quantitative evaluation results of the four segmentation methods in terms of JS and DSC under 
adding noise. From Table 2, we can see that the proposed method in this paper has the best segmentation effect, in 
which the values are close to 1.

Table 2. Quantitative evaluation results of the four segmentation methods in terms of JS and DSC after adding noise
Method JS DSC

PDE 0.9636 0.9826
NOBA 0.9705 0.9841

IKFCMLI 0.9711 0.9855
Proposed 0.9727 0.9867

Experiment 3.

We also select other electric power equipment images to make comparison, the results are shown in Fig. 7. 
From Fig. 7 we can see that, there is no false detection for Voltage transformer with the proposed method. It can  
remove the complex background to achieve fine segmentation for Current transformer.

  

    (a) Voltage transformer                                  (b) Current transformer                                 (c) Cable connector

  

(a) PDE
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(b) NOBA

  

(c) IKFCMLI

  

(d) Proposed
Fig. 7. The results with four methods for other electric power equipment images

Table 3 is the corresponding JS and DSC result. As can be seen from Table 3 and Fig. 7, the segmentation 
effect of the proposed algorithm is better than the other three methods. The OTSU threshold is used to pre-select 
the background super-pixel block, which eliminates the background located in the connected domain of the target 
equipment, highlights the structural characteristics of the equipment, and improves the segmentation effect of the 
target equipment. The LSC algorithm has a strong sensitivity to color, which makes full use of color information 
in the super-pixel segmentation stage to obtain a more reasonable segmentation. When the background pixel close 
to the target has high similarity to the target, the morphological operation can improve the problem of under-
segmentation or over-segmentation. In terms of time consumption, the new algorithm in this paper also requires 
less time.

Table 3. Comparison with different methods

Method Voltage transformer Current transformer Cable connector
JS/% DSC/% Time/s JS/% DSC/% Time/s JS/% DSC/% Time/s

PDE 97.66 98.64 25.54 97.75 97.19 58.26 96.21 96.65 29.28
NOBA 97.71 98.69 24.35 97.84 97.82 28.59 96.53 97.71 21.72

IKFCMLI 97.80 98.73 26.63 97.91 98.82 20.81 97.16 97.74 20.78
Proposed 97.84 98.79 14.01 97.96 98.88 19.92 97.85 98.81 14.02

4   Conclusions

In this paper, a new method for infrared image segmentation of power equipment with complex background is 
proposed. The new method uses LSC super-pixel segmentation algorithm to segment the image. OTSU algorithm 
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is combined with MSRM super-pixel merging algorithm. While merging the super-pixels with high similarity, 
the background contained in the target region is filtered to complete the rough extraction of the target equipment. 
The phenomenon of over-segmentation and under-segmentation is reduced effectively, and the target equipment 
is extracted completely. Morphological open/close algorithm is used to post-process the image to improve the 
segmentation accuracy of the target equipment. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can 
achieve higher segmentation accuracy in the infrared image segmentation of power equipment under complex 
background, and can effectively reduce the over-segmentation and under-segmentation rates. It highlights 
the structural characteristics of power equipment, and provides a foundation and convenience for subsequent 
structural region segmentation of power equipment and data analysis. In the future, we will research simple 
and high-efficiency deep learning methods to achieve better infrared image segmentation method for power 
equipment.
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